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LATIN AMERICAN CORAL REEFS by Jorge Cortes,
ed., (2003); Elsevier Science, Amsterdam, Holland, 508 p.,
US$130.

This book grew out of a workshop on the coral reefs of
Latin America held at the Eighth International Coral Reef
Symposium in Panama in 1996. The goal of the volume, as
editor Jorge Cortes states, "was to compile all the available
information" on the subject. The book's chapters cover
every Latin American country with coral reefs except
Honduras.

Cortes divides Latin American reefs into three geographic
regions: Brazil, the Caribbean and the eastern Pacific. The
chapters are written in a common format, each containing
information on the history of reef research in the particular
area, a description of the reefs and the physical conditions
that affect them, an assessment of natural and human
impacts, and a discussion of protection and management.
The bibliographies provide a wonderful point of departure
for delving more deeply into the literature in Spanish.

Was it wise to produce a volume in which the coral reefs
are grouped based on the cultural attributes of the adjacent
human populations? With the exception of Belize, Central
America is entirely Spanish-speaking; by including a
chapter on Belize, the western Caribbean, like the eastern
Pacific is covered in full. But why have a chapter on
(Spanish-speaking) Puerto Rico and not one on nearby
(English-speaking) Jamaica, for example? The reason
and the sad fact-is that most studies by Latin American
reef ecologists are inaccessible to their English-speaking
colleagues. Latin American Coral Reefs goes a long way
toward closing this major gap in scientific communication.
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SYSTEMA PORIFERA: A GUIDE TO THE
CLASSIFICATION OF SPONGES by John N.A. Hooper
and Rob W.M. van Soest, eds., (2002); Kluwer Academic/
Plenum Publishers, Hingham, Massachusetts, 1810 p.,
US$688, 2 volumes.

Any invertebrate zoologist or paleontologist will tell you
that sponges are extraordinarily difficult to key out. When
I was a graduate student working in the Bahamas during the
1980s, I collected a sponge that I could not identify, I sent
samples of this sponge to two world-class experts on the
Porifera, and they referred my sponge to different genera.
My frustrating experience was not unusual, but Systema
Porifera will sharply reduce these sorts or problems in the
future.

This two-volume set revises the living taxa of sponges
down to the generic level. Fossil forms are not treated as
completely, but the chapters on extinct taxa are excellent
nonetheless. The editors have written up many ofthe groups
themselves, and they have assembled 30-plus international
experts for the rest. The chapters are in the standard format
of systematic treatises and are well illustrated with black
and-white drawings and photographs. Identification keys
can be found throughout.

Systema Porifera is the new standard for sponge taxonomy.
The price is probably not unreasonable given its size and
the amount of illustrative material. The cost will, however,
keep it beyond the reach of most individual scientists. A
CD-ROM is the obvious next step in disseminating this
important information.
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